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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

1. Ünite: Life

Read the information below and answer the questions 1 - 2.

1.
 

morning: 
• get up  - 6:30a.m. 
• have a shower 
• get dressed  
• have breakfast 
• make my bed  
• my father drives me to school - 8:30 a.m.  
• have six lessons a day 
 
afternoon: 
• have lunch at the school canteen  

 •
 

go home 
 

- 3:30 p.m.
 •

 
do homework 

 
- 4:00 — 5:30 p.m.

 •
 

help mother with the cooking - 6:00 — 6:30 p.m.
 

 
evening: 
•
•
•
•

 have dinner with parents  - 6:30 
brush teeth
read a book
go to bed - 9:30 p.m.

Hi, my name is Emma.                
You can see my daily
routine on the right side.

- 12:00 — 1:00 p.m.

p.m.

 Before Emma helps her mother with the cooking in the afternoon, - - - -.

A) she makes her bed
B) she does her homework
C) her father drives her to school
D) she has dinner with her parents
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2.

According to the information above, she - - - -.

A) brushes her teeth twice a day
B) takes a nap in the afternoon
C) gets up early in the morning
D) goes to school by bus

Read the information and answer the question.
3.

Brian gets up at 7.30 a.m. and prepares for the school. Here is his morning routine.

washes his face

has breakfast

brushes his teeth

makes his bed

According to the information above, Brian - - - -.

A) has breakfast after he makes his bed
B) washes his face after he has breakfast
C) brushes his teeth before he makes his bed
D) makes his bed before he washes his face
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You see some information about students’ daily routines.

4.

Lucy Eva Adam

School time 8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. 8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Routines before dinner watch cartoons, take a 

nap
do homework, help her 
mum

play football with friends.

Bed time 9:00 p.m. 9:30 p.m. 11:00 p.m.

Which of the following IS NOT true according to the information above?

A) Lucy starts school after Eva and Adam.
B) Eva runs errands for her family.
C) Adam sleeps late at night.
D) Lucy rests before dinner.

Read the text below and answer the question.
5.

My favour�te day �s Sunday. I stay at home and
play computer games. On Mondays and
Thursdays I have my gu�tar lessons. I go
sw�mm�ng on Wednesdays and Fr�days. On
Tuesdays, I play football and on Saturdays
I do my homework.

Alex

According to the text, which of the following IS NOT true?

Alex - - - -.

A) likes Sundays most
B) does one of the team sports
C) is busy with his homework every day
D) plays computer games on his favourite day
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There are 30 students in the class. We asked them about their after-school activities. Here are the results.

6.

Free time activities Number of students

Reading book 15
Watching movies 3

Playing computer games 1
Playing basketball 5

Step dance 6

Which of the following is CORRECT?

A) Watching movies is very popular for students.
B) Nobody likes playing computer games.
C) Half of the students like reading book.
D) Most of the students play basketball.
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Look at the invitation card and answer the question.
7.

Chad’s
8th Brithday

S a t u r d a y ,  A p r i l  4 t h

Chad’s house
5632 Mount Lake
RSVP 435-223-545

Invited!
Celebrating

You are

 Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer?

A) Where is the birthday party?
B) What time is the party?
C) What day is the party?
D) Whose party is it?
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Look at Daniel and William’s schedules and answer the questions 8 - 9.

8.

DANIEL WILLIAM

7:30 wake up

22:00 go to bed

8:30 go to school
15:45 arrive home
and take a rest
16:00 - 17:00 help dad
17:30 play football
20:00 - 21:00 do homework

7:00 wake up

21:30 go to bed

8:15 go to school
15:45 come back home
16:00 - 17.00 help mom
17:30 play football
19:30 - 20:30 do homework

 At half past four p.m., Daniel and William - - - -.

A) take a nap
B) play football together
C) finish their homework
D) run errands for their parents

9.

 Which of the following IS NOT correct according to their schedules?

A) Daniel gets up after William.
B) They play football after school.
C) William goes to bed after Daniel.
D) They arrive home after half past three p.m.
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Look at the David’s pictures below and answer the question.

10.

According to the pictures, he doesn’t - - - -.

A) take care of the pet
B) play the guitar
C) do homework
D) paint
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Read the text and answer the questions 11 - 12.

11.

Hi! My name is Luke. I wake up at 8 o’clock
every morning. I get dressed and
have breakfast at 8:30 a.m. My classes
start at 9:00 a.m. I have lunch at 12:30 p.m.
My school finishes at 3:50 p.m. After school,
I take care of my dog. I finish my homework
and help my dad until 7:30 p.m.
and I go to bed at 9:30 p.m.

According to the text, Luke - - - -.

A) has breakfast at nine a.m.
B) helps his father until half past seven
C) goes to school after ten in the morning
D) does his homework after he helps his dad

12.

There is NO information about - - - -.

A) what he eats for the breakfast
B) the time when he gets up
C) his activities after school
D) when he goes to bed
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

13.

Kevin : Hi, Sally. How are you?
Sally : Fine, thanks. 
Kevin : - - - -?
Sally : No, I’m sorry. I have English classes today.
Kevin : - - - -?
Sally : It is at eleven a.m.
Kevin : - - - -?
Sally : Two.
Kevin : - - - -?
Sally : Yes, of course.

Which of the following question DOES NOT take place in the conversation?

A) Where do you go after school
B) Can I have your English books
C) What time does your English class start
D) Can I have your books after the English class
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Complete the sentences 14 - 15 according to the paragraph above.

14.

It is Saturday today. I wake up late and have 
a big breakfast with my family. I help my 
mum and dad with the housework. I meet my 
friends and we play basketball at four p.m. In 
the evening, after dinner I watch my favourite 
TV programme and read a book before I 
sleep.

Sarah - - - -.

A) wakes up early
B) plays basketball in the evening
C) has a big breakfast with her friends
D) watches her favourite TV programme after dinner

15. The paragraph tells about Sarah’s - - - -.

A) daily routine
B) mum and dad
C) favourite book
D) Saturday routine
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Complete the sentences in 16 - 17. questions according to Jane’s timetable below.

16.

have dinner at 
19:00

do homework at 
20:00

take care of the 
dog at 17:00

come home at 
16:00

Jane - - - - p.m.

A) has dinner at five
B) comes home at four
C) does homework at six
D) takes care of the dog at seven

17. Jane - - - -.

A) comes home after dinner time
B) has dinner after she does homework
C) takes care of the dog before she comes home
D) takes care of the dog before she does homework
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18.

Monday English Maths
Friday English Maths
Saturday Drama club Music

 According to Garcia’s timetable above, which one IS NOT correct?

 She has - - - -.

A) drama club on Saturday
B) music class on Saturday
C) Maths on Monday and Friday
D) English on Friday and Saturday



1. Ünite: Life

Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak 
için karekodu okutunuz.

Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

Read the text below and answer the questions 19 - 20.

19. I’m Peter. I'm twelve. I go to Barrowford Primary School. My school is close to my house. I always walk to school in the 
morning, but my father takes me home after school. My mother prepares healthy food and drink like a sandwich or fruit juice. 
I love them.

 Which of the following IS NOT true according to the text?

 Peter - - - -.

A) is a teacher
B) loves healthy food
C) goes to school on foot
D) arrives home with his father

20. Which of the following is CORRECT?

A) Peter takes the bus to school.
B) Peter lives away from his school.
C) Peter’s mother prepares healthy food.
D) Peter’s father makes sandwiches for him.
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İngilizce

2. Ünite: Yummy Breakfast

Read the conversation and answer the question.

1.

 Waiter : Welcome to our restaurant. What would you like to have?

 Ted : I want a nutritious breakfast, please.

 Waiter : Our croissants are very delicious. Do you like croissants?

 Ted : No thanks, I can take an egg.

 Waiter : What about your drink?

 Ted : Tea, please.

 Waiter : OK, enjoy it.

 According to the conversation, Ted - - - -.

A) likes healthy food
B) wants a cold drink
C) enjoys eating junk food
D) always has breakfast at home

Read the conversation and answer the question.

2.

 Waitress : Good morning. Welcome to our cafe.

 Nick : Good morning. Can I have tea, please?

 Waitress : - - - -. Would you like some juice instead?

 Nick : OK, I will have some orange juice.

 Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) Enjoy it
B) Of course
C) I’m sorry, it’s all gone
D) We have only hot drinks
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Read the texts and answer the question.

3. John’s mother prepared cheese, egg, tomato, green olive and milk for her son and his friends.

I like cheese and tomato.
I also like egg, orange juice
and black olive.

John

I like cheese and black olive.
I also like tomato, fruit juice
and egg.

Frank

I like cheese and egg.
I also like tomato, milk
and green olive.

Alex

I like cheese and chips.
I also like egg, milk and
green olive.

Jeremy

Who likes the breakfast John’s mother prepared most?

A) John
B) Alex
C) Frank
D) Jeremy
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Read the text and answer the questions 4 - 5.

4.

Hi! I’m Lily. I get up at 7 o’clock every morning.
I have breakfast at 7:30 a.m. I eat cheese, olives,
eggs, butter and honey for breakfast. I also drink milk.
It’s my favourite. I don’t like tea or co�ee.
I think they aren’t healthy.

Lily is giving information about her - - - -.

A) daily routine
B) favourite food
C) breakfast habit
D) social activities

5. She doesn’t have tea or coffee because - - - -.

A) they are not healthy for her
B) she doesn’t have breakfast
C) they are not her favourite drinks
D) her mother doesn’t let her drink them
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

6.

Cam�lla: What do you l�ke for breakfast?

Luna: I l�ke cereal w�th m�lk. What about you?

Cam�lla: I prefer muff�n
and orange ju�ce for breakfast.

 For their breakfast, Camilla and Luna - - - -.

A) have different food and drinks
B) drink milk and have cereals
C) like drinking orange juice
D) eat cheese and muffin

Look at the chart and answer the question.

7. I asked some of my friends what they like and here are their answers.

Kevin

Meriam

Orwell

Yale

According to the chart, which of the following IS NOT true?

A) Meriam likes omelette but she doesn’t like lemonade.
B) Kevin likes cereal but he doesn’t like tea.
C) Kevin and Meriam don’t like lemonade.
D) Orwell and Yale don’t like tea.
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Read the text and answer the question.

8.

Hello. My name is Mary. I like 
having a yummy breakfast every 
morning. Pancakes are my 
favourite food. I also like sausages 
and fried eggs. I usually drink 
orange juice for breakfast. 
I do not like olives but I love white 
cheese.

 Mary tells about - - - -.

A) kinds of breakfast
B) her favourite breakfast
C) her favourite vegetables
D) breakfast time and school life

Look at the conversation below and answer the question.
9.

John
 o n l i n e

9:41
C h a t s

M e s s a g e

Hey, John! Are you coming to the birthday party
on Sunday?

Birthday party? I love it. What time is it?

At 4 p.m. at my house.

- - - - I have dance course at that time.

Which of the following sentence DOES NOT complete the conversation?

A) That would be great, but I can’t.
B) It is impossible for me!
C) I am sorry but I can’t.
D) It is great news!
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Look at the texts and answer the question.

10.

George

I like sea food.
Sushi is my favourite.

Adam

I like eating hamburger.
I always eat it with chips.

Sue

I enjoy eating vegetables.
I love salad.

Marry

I love trying different dishes.
I think Chinese food is the best.

 Match the students with the restaurants. Find the ODD one.

A)

C) D)

B)
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

11.

What do you eat for breakfast?

Tim Chad

You shouldn’t eat �t at breakfast.
You may have omelette, because - - - -.

I usually eat hamburger.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) it makes you unhealthy
B) I like it very much
C) I prefer fast food
D) it is healthier

Read John’s speech below and answer the question.

12.

I am John. I l�ke muff�n 
and m�lk for breakfast.

 Which of the following shows John’s like?

A) B) C) D)
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13.

Sophia Myra

 The chart above shows Sophia’s and Myra’s likes and dislikes. According to the chart which of the following is 
CORRECT?

A) Sophia and Myra don’t like cheese
B) Myra doesn’t like egg or sausages
C) Sophia and Myra like sausages
D) Sophia likes cheese and olives

14.

Herald  : Do you want some milk?

Shawn  : - - - -. I don’t like milk.

 Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) It’s my favourite
B) Yes, please
C) No, thanks
D) Sure
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Read the questions below one by one and match them with the correct answers.

15.

a. What do you have for breakfast?

b. Do you like a croissant with coffee?

c. What time do you have breakfast?

d. Can I have some apple juice ?

At e�ght  o’clock.

Cereal w�th m�lk

No, thanks. I 
don’t l�ke.

Sorry, �t’s all 
gone

1

3

2

4

 Which order must the girl follow to find the correct answers to the questions?

A) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
B) 1 - 3 - 4 - 2
C) 1 - 3 - 2 - 4
D) 1 - 4 - 3 - 2
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16.

Pierre

Carlo

 Which of the following IS NOT correct according to the chart above?

A) Carlo enjoys cheese.
B) Carlo likes pancakes.
C) Pierre hates sausages.
D) Pierre prefers croissant.

17.

Miranda : - - - - ?

Beatrice : Of course. Here you are.

Miranda : Thank you very much.

 Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) Can I have croissant and some tea
B) Do you know the benefits of tea
C) What can I have for breakfast
D) What’s your favourite food
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Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak 
için karekodu okutunuz.

Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

Read the text below and answer the questions 18 - 19.

18. In the world, people have different habits for breakfast. For example, French people like bread with jam or honey. They 
usually drink coffee, but we, Turkish people love drinking tea with cheese, olives, tomatoes and cucumber for breakfast. We 
also like jam and honey with butter. Turkish people love having a big breakfast with all tastes.

 Which sentence is CORRECT according to the text?

 French people - - - -.

A) love Turkish breakfast
B) drink tea with all tastes
C) prefer bread with jam and honey
D) enjoy eating vegetables for breakfast

19. Turkish people - - - -.

A) want to drink coffee for breakfast
B) have more bread for breakfast
C) love having light breakfast
D) prefer tea for breakfast

Look at the graphic below and answer the question.

20.

 This is the graphic of 6-A students’ favourite food for breakfast. Which of the following IS NOT correct according to 
the graphic?

A) Boys sometimes have coffee for breakfast.
B) Girls like sausages very much.
C) Boys and girls like lemonade.

D) Girls like omelette a lot.
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3. Ünite: Downtown

Look at the pictures, read the text and answer the question.

1.

1.85 m

1.60 m

City Village 3 rooms 10 rooms

3 km/h7 km/h

Martin prepared a poster to present in the class. He didn’t write the adjectives on the poster and his friends found them.

Which of the following adjective DID NOT they use?

A) Longer         B) Faster
C) Bigger         D) Noisier
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Read the text and answer the question.

2. My brother is a funny boy. He always acts out and we find what he does. Now he is moving his mouth.

 Which of the following shows what he is describing?

A)

C)

B)

D)

3. You see some information about the temperature and population of three cities in Turkey.

Ankara İstanbul Kars

December - February (-15)
June - August (25)
288.000

December - February (-5)
June – August (35)
15.000.000

December - February (-9)
June - August (30)
5.500.000

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Istanbul is hotter than Ankara and Kars in summer.
B) Istanbul is less crowded than Ankara and Kars.
C) Kars isn’t colder than Ankara in winter.
D) Ankara is more crowded than Istanbul.
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Read the text and answer the question.

4.

Alex Maria

I live on a farm and feed animals.
It is very quiet and I’m happy
because I relax here.
I’m always in nature.

I live in a big city and work in an office.
I always go to work by car very early 
in the morning.

 Which of the following DOES NOT have an answer in the text?

A) Why does Alex feel good in the countryside?
B) What does Alex do on the farm?
C) When does Maria get home?
D) How does Maria go to work?
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Read the conversation and look at the visual below. Answer the question.

5.

W�ll�am

Henry

G�na

 Mother : Where are the children?

 Father : They are in the garden.

 Mather : What are they doing?

 Father : - - - - is feeding the dog, - - - - is playing football and - - - - is watering the flowers.

 Which of the following completes the conversation in the CORRECT order?

A) Henry, William, Gina
B) Gina, Henry, William
C) William, Henry, Gina
D) Henry, Gina, William
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6.

crowded, no�sy, busy, exc�t�ng, a�r pollut�on, fast qu�et and calm, clean, bor�ng,
fresh a�r and food, cheap

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) The air is fresher in the city.
B) The city life is more exciting.
C) There is less noise in the city.
D) In the city, there is less traffic.
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Read the text and complete the sentence below.

7.

C�t�es are crowded and the a�r �s polluted.
There �s traff�c jam, but you can f�nd a good job
and do more th�ngs, so l�fe �s exc�t�ng �n a c�ty.

 The teacher is - - - -.

A) comparing the people in the countryside and the city
B) explaining the good and the bad sides of city life
C) talking about people’s life in the countryside
D) trying to find solution for air pollution
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Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

8. Wendy and her friends Susan, Maria and Jill are at the shopping center now. They want to buy clothes for themselves. Wendy 
and Maria has 20$, Susan has 30$ and Jill has 25$.

23$ 28$ 32$ 35$

 Who CANNOT buy one of the dresses above?

A) Jill
B) Susan
C) Susan and Jill
D) Wendy and Maria
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Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

9. Mr. Gatsby is a manager and he is always busy. So, he is tired and he wants to have a holiday soon. He prefers somewhere 
quiet, relaxing and green with a lot of trees. He is looking at the poster below now.

L O N D O N

T O K Y O

M A R D İ N

F E T H İ Y E

 Where should he go?

A) London B) Tokyo C) Mardin D) Fethiye
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10.

George

I live in a big city.
It’s very crowded.
There is always traffic jam
and the streets are - - - -.

Charlie

Our town is very - - - - and - - - -.
We have a farm house and
some animals.

 Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) relaxing, quiet, interesting
B) noisy, peaceful, green
C) quiet, crowded, busy
D) calm, busy, quiet
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Read the text, look at the visual and complete the sentence.

11.

Jackson

I l�ve �n a small town. It �s not crowded so much,
there aren’t many people and cars or �t’s not no�sy.
I feel very happy l�v�ng �n a qu�et and peaceful place.

 Jackson likes the town he lives because - - - -.

A) there are a lot of people
B) the city isn’t near the town
C) it’s very quiet and relaxing
D) he loves animals so much
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Read the information below, look at the visual and answer the question.

12. Our teacher is giving information about İstanbul and Antalya now.

2.28 million people
1.66 million cars
115 cinemas
16  shopping centres

15.7 million people
4.2 million cars

882 cinemas
114 shopping centres

İSTANBUL ANTALYA

 The teacher IS NOT talking about the - - - - of the cities.

A) weather
B) number of cars
C) social activities
D) places to buy something

13.

Lily Nicole
Age 13 15
Weight 52 54
Height 1.70 1.63

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the chart?

A) Lily is older than Nicole.
B) Nicole is heavier than Lily.
C) Lily is shorter than Nicole.
D) Nicole is younger than Lily.
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14.

Silvia

Arthur

Mark

Kate

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the picture above?

A) Mark is feeding the dog.
B) They are having a picnic.
C) Arthur is playing the guitar.
D) They are playing snowball.
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15.

Scott Glor�a Joey Sue

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the picture above?

A) Sue is taller than Gloria.
B) Joey is fatter than Scott.
C) Sue is shorter than Gloria.
D) Scott is slimmer than Joey.

16.

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the order of the pictures above?

A) skyscraper – kiosk – traffic jam
B) skyscraper – traffic jam – kiosk
C) kiosk – skyscraper – traffic jam
D) kiosk – traffic jam – skyscraper
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17.

Tom

Martin

 Which of the following IS NOT correct according to the pictures above.

A) Martin is shorter than Tom.
B) Tom is younger than Martin.
C) A plane is not faster than a car.
D) A car is slower than a plane.

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.

18. Tina is preparing a project about places and adjectives. Each colour is a different group.

skyscraper 1 - - - - kiosk
middle-aged young 2 - - - -
3 - - - - better taller
Downtown 4 - - - - village

 Which of the following words are in the correct order?

A) school – old – town – busier
B) town – busier – school – old
C) busier – old – town – school
D) school – old – busier – town
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19.

 Which of the following completes the sentence according to the picture above?

 Rick is - - - - the car.

A) driving        B) buying
C) washing       D) repairing

Read the conversation, look at the picture and answer the question.

20.

Lucy : - - - - ?

Vera : She is knitting right now.

 Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) What is your grandma doing
B) Why is your grandma knitting
C) Where is your grandma going
D) Who is your grandma talking to
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

4. Ünite: Weather and Emotions

Read the text and answer the question.

1.

I am going to İstanbul this weekend
because I like big and crowded cities.
It is also sunny. I am happy on these days.

Micheal

Which of the following question DOES NOT have an answer in the text?

A) How is the weather?
B) How does he go to İstanbul?
C) How does he feel on sunny days?
D) When is he going to visit İstanbul?
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Read the text and answer the question.

2. Calvin wants to have a different holiday this summer. He likes hot and sunny weather. He doesn’t prefer a crowded place. 
He wants to visit historical places.

 Where should he choose?

A) B)

C) D)

Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

3.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Today, I can’t see the sun in the sky. You feel very cold and bad in these days. You stay at home all day long. White pieces 
are falling from the sky.

 What is the day today according to the visual above?

A) Friday
B) Tuesday
C) Monday
D) Thursday
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Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

4.

Dear diary,

We’re visiting Turkey this week. 
In Turkey, I like İstanbul but Antalya
is my favourite. Because it’s hotter
and there are more sunny days.
There are a lot of tourists here.
Now we’re going to downtown
to do some shopping and see

the famous places.

See you again.

Sally

02.09.2019

 Sally prefers Antalya because - - - -.

A) Antalya is hotter
B) she loves tourists
C) İstanbul is more crowded
D) there aren’t any famous places in İstanbul
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Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

5. Gina is keeping a diary. She uses pictures for some words. Look at her diary and find the correct order of the words.

Dear diary,

We moved to Giresun
last month.
It’s generally        here.
Yesterday was          .
At night it is often
I liked Giresun because I
like rainy weather.

23.09.2019

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to her diary?

A) rainy-sunny-snowy
B) sunny-windy-foggy
C) windy-sunny-rainy
D) rainy-sunny-windy
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Read the text and answer the question.

6.

Today, the weather is windy and
rainy. Some people feel cold.

 What is the weather like today?

A) B)

C) D)
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Read the text and answer the question.

7. They asked 6th grade students about their favourite weather and season. Here is the number of students and which season 
they like.

Class 

6-A
6-B
6-C
6-D

5
10
8
9

10
6
6
8

12
7

15
7

 According to the table above, - - - -.

A) nine students in Class 6-D dislike rainy weather
B) ten students in Class 6-A like cloudy and snowy weather
C) more than ten students in Class 6-C like snowy weather
D) less than seven in Class 6-D like cloudy, rainy and snowy weather
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Read the conversation, look at the map and answer the question.

8.

İzmir 

Antalya

Giresun

Amasya

Erzurum

 Tarık : I enjoy snowy and foggy places.

 Jane : I like sunny but not windy places.

 Jack : I feel great on rainy and snowy places.

 Han : I feel better on windy but not rainy places.

 Which of the following matching IS NOT correct?

A) Tarık - Erzurum      B) Jack - Amasya
C) Jane - Antalya      D) Han - Giresun

Read the conversation and answer the question.

9.

Ann Brian

Are you coming to the football match
on Sunday?

I don’t think that I will come.

Why not?
It will be great.

The weather forecast says it will be
foggy and rainy on that day. I - - - -.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) enjoy being out on windy days     B) feel anxious on snowy days
C) feel moody on these days      D) like foggy and rainy days
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Look at the table below and answer the questions 10 - 11.

10.

Energetic

EnergeticHappy

Moody 

Moody 

Anxious

Anxious

Happy 

Upset

Upset

Scared

Scared Sleepy

Sleepy Sad

Sad

Jack

Anna

Rose

George

 Which of the following is CORRECT according to the table above?

A) Jack is upset on windy days.
B) Rose feels scared on sunny days.
C) George and Anna feel happy on rainy days.
D) Anna and Rose are anxious on snowy days.

11. Which of the following IS NOT correct according to the table?

A) Rose is anxious on rainy days.
B) George is happy on sunny days.
C) Jack feels sleepy on windy days.
D) Anna feels upset on snowy days.
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Read the text and complete sentence.

12. Hi! My name is Clara and I live in Toronto, Canada. It is a cold country and the weather is usually snowy and freezing. So, I 
am very happy. My friends and I always go ice-skating, play snowball, and make a snowman. What’s the weather like in your 
country?

 It is clear from the text above that Clara - - - -.

A) doesn’t have friends
B) hates playing snowball
C) doesn’t make snowman
D) feels happy on snowy days
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Look at the chart and answer the questions 13 - 14.

13.

EnergeticHappy

Moody 

Moody 

Moody 

Anxious

Anxious

Happy 

Upset

Upset

Scared

Scared Sleepy

Sleepy Sad

Sad

Jack

Anna

Rose

George

 Rose, Anna, Jack and George are playing a game about weather and emotions. Look at the chart and find which 
sentence is CORRECT?

A) Anna feels upset on sunny days.
B) Jack feels scared on stormy days.
C) Rose feels moody on snowy days.
D) George feels happy on rainy days.

14. Which of the following completes the conversation according to the chart?

 Rose : Hi, Jack. what’s the weather like there?

 Jack : It is - - - -.

 Rose : How do you feel?

 Jack : I feel - - - -.

A) snowy / sad       B) rainy / moody
C) sunny / scared       D) stormy / energetic
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Read the sentences below and answer the question.

15.

1. The sky is grey. Water is falling from the sky. It is - - - -.

2. The air is moving fast. It is - - - -.

3. The sky is blue. The sun is hot. It is - - - -.

 Which of the following order is CORRECT to complete the sentences?

A) rainy / snowy / sunny
B) sunny / rainy / snowy
C) rainy / windy / sunny
D) sunny / snowy / windy

Read the conversation and complete the sentence.
16.

Linda : It is               - - - - and I feel              - - - -.

Neil : How is the weather today?

A) snowy / energetic B) sunny / happy C) rainy / good D) cloudy / hungry

Read the conversation and answer the question.

17.

Johnny : - - - -?

Charlie  : It is snowy and cold.

 Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) How do you feel
B) How do you like it
C) What is the weather like
D) What is the temperature
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Look at the words, fill in the blanks with the correct letter and answer the question.

18. _LOUDY  ST_RMY  _IGHTNING  WIN_Y

 Which of the following is the correct word when you fill in the blanks?

A) HOT
B) COLD
C) RAINY
D) WINDY

Charlie is playing dart. Look at the dart below and answer the question.

19.

 Which of the following is ODD for the game?

Snowy 

Cloudy

Sunny

Stormy

C)

B)

A)

D)
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Look at the chart below and answer the question.

20.

London

TODAY’S WEATHER FORECAST

Alaska

Dubai

Toronto

22°C

-30°C

45°C

12°C

 Which of the following DOES NOT match the weather in the table above?

A) Today is cloudy.
B) It is very hot here.
C) Here is windy now.
D) The weather is rainy.
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

5. Ünite: At the Fair

Look at the poster and complete the sentence.

1. 

READ AND
LEARN

FOOD AND
DRINKS

B O O K  FA I R  2 0 2 0
20 APRIL 2020
10:00 – 22:00
Golden Street
DOWNTOWN

In the poster, there is NO information about the - - - -.

A) date
B) place
C) kinds of books
D) opening and closing time
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Look at the poster and answer the questions 2-3.

 Hot-air Balloon Tour

Join a balloon tour in Göreme, Nevşehir! 
Ride a balloon & Enjoy the great view of Cappadocia!

Take brilliant photos, watch the amazing fairy chimneys.
See the beautiful valleys and lots of balloons in the sky!

Don’t miss it!

The tours start at 4.30 a.m. every morning.
The one hour flight is just $250 for a person.

Free sandwiches and tea for breakfast before the flight.

Enjoy it!

2. Which of the following is CORRECT according to the poster?

A) The tours start early in the evening. B) They offer food and drink for a little money.

C) Balloon tours are available only at weekends. D) You can see wonderful places from the balloon.

3. Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the poster?

A) When is the last tour? B) How much is the tour? C) How long is the tour? D) Where is the tour?

Read the conversation and answer the question.

4. 

I - - - -. They are
really funny.

RobinMorris

I hate bumper cars.
I think they are boring.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) agree with you B) don’t think so C) like them D) disagree
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Read the text and answer the question.

5. 

Hi! I’m Lisa. I’m from Italy.
I like fairs very much. I have
a great time at fairs. I like
Ferris wheel and bumper cars.
I enjoy roller coaster most.
I think it is amazing and exciting.

Lisa

Which of the following is Lisa’s favourite?

A) B)

C) D)

Read the text and complete the sentence.

6. There is a carnival in our city. It is in the Central Square between 19 October and 27 October. At the carnival, there are a lot 
of fun rides such as ghost trains, bumper cars, carousels and Ferris wheels. Each ride is $5.

In the text, there is NO information about the - - - -.

A) activities you can do there
B) date of the carnival
C) food and drink
D) cost of the tickets
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Look at the poster and answer the questions 7-8.

The Amazing Carnival is in our city.
Ferris wheel, bumper cars, roller coaster
and carousel

It is open between 12 a.m. – 11 p.m.
At the city fair centre
Each ticket is $4.

20-26 August
Amazing Carnival

7. Which of the following is NOT correct?

A) There are different rides at the carnival. B) You can ride ghost train at the carnival.

C) People must buy a ticket for riding. D) The carnival is open for a week.

8. There is NO information about the - - - -.

A) food and drinks at the carnival B) opening and closing time

C) place of the carnival  D) date of the carnival

Read the conversation and answer the question.

9. Son : Mum, can you take me to the funfair at the city centre? I am so excited about new train rides.

Mother : They are dangerous for the kids under 15, so - - - -.

Son : OK, then we can ride bumper cars together.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) have a nice ride
B) that’s not a good idea
C) you can go there alone
D) I don’t like bumper cars
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Read the text and answer the question.

10. 

Emma

There is a funfair
between 1 and 7
October in my town.

Rose

One ride is $2.

Ethan

There are bumper
cars, carousels, Ferris
wheel and roller
coaster.

Harry

I think ghost train
is fantastic.

Who expresses his/her own opinion?

A) Rose B) Ethan C) Harry D) Emma

Read the text and complete the sentence.

11. 

I love going to funfairs and riding toys.
We visit funfairs every month with my family.

Gina

According to the text, Gina - - - -.

A) is bored at funfairs  B) hates frightening toys

C) goes to funfairs alone  D) enjoys riding toys at the fair

Read the text and answer the question.

12. I. No, I don't like fairs. I think they are dull.

 II. What do you want to do then?

 III. Do you want to go to the fair?

 IV. I want to watch TV.

Which of the following is the correct order for the sentences above?

A) II, I, III, IV B) III, I, II, IV C) III, II, I, IV D) I, II, IV, III
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Look at the table and answer the questions 13-14.

13.

FEELINGS OF CLASS 6B ABOUT
THE FAIR

TEACHER
ROLLER COASTERS Like

Like
Sandy
Clowns Like

Martin
Ferris Wheels

Like
Linda
Roller Coasters

Like
Willie
Roller Coasters

DislikeCarol
Carousel

Like
Brook
Ghost Train

DislikeDavid
Clowns

DislikeBarry
Ghost Train

Like
Pamela
Roller Coasters

DislikeAlvin
Bumper Cars

Like
Karen
Ferris Wheels
Amelia
Carousel

Dislike

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Pamela and Barry like ghost train.   B) Willie doesn’t like roller coasters.

C) Amelia and Carol don’t like carousels.   D) Karen and David like clowns.

14. Which of the following is the Class 6B’s favourite activity at the fair?

A) B) C) D)
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Read the text and answer the question.

15. 

Alexia

I think fair is amazing. I love
exciting and crazy games.
I like bumper cars and roller
coaster but I think carousel
and Ferris wheel are boring.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the text?

A) She does not like Ferris wheel. B) Bumper cars are boring for her.

C) Roller coaster is an enjoyable ride. D) She prefers roller coaster to carousel.

Look at the ticket below and complete the sentence.

16. 

CLOWNS   CAROUSEL
GHOST TRAIN   BUMPER CARS
ROLLER COASTER
AND MUCH MORE

COME ONE!
COME ALL!

31/7
10:30
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N
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5
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1 

  -
   

10
:3

0

There is NO information on the ticket about the - - - -.

A) shows and rides  B) place of the circus

C) food at the circus  D) time and date of the activity

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

17. Jimmy : Hello, Gary. Are we going to funfair this afternoon? 

Gary : Hi, Jimmy. Of course! 

Jimmy : Let’s start with Ferris wheel there because it is very exciting. 

Gary : Ooh no! It is dull. I think roller coaster is more fantastic. 

Jimmy : Roller coaster? It is frightening. I want to ride bumper cars. 

Gary : OK, I agree. They are more enjoyable.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the conversation?

A) They both enjoy roller coaster. B) Gary thinks Ferris wheel is boring.

C) They want to start with roller coaster. D) Jimmy thinks roller coaster is thrilling.
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Look at the poster below and complete the sentence.

18. 

FUNFAIR
Come and enjoy with your friends!

Date: 9 November, Saturday
Place: Downtown
Time: 2 p.m.-9 p.m.

Note: Each ride is $4

Delicious food and drinks!

According to the poster, - - - -.

A) you can’t eat anything at the fair B) the fair is at the weekend

C) it isn’t in the city centre  D) it starts in the evening

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

19. Jack : I rode ghost train. It was exciting. You should ride it, too.

Mary : No, thanks.

Jack : Why not?

Mary : Because it is - - - -.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) fun
B) fantastic
C) amazing
D) frightening
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Read the text below and answer the question.

20.
I went to a funfair last weekend.
The weather was rainy but I felt happy.
I think the roller coaster was exciting
but bumper cars were boring. I didn’t like
Ferris wheel. The ghost train was thrilling.
I screamed and shouted. My weekend
was great.

Ernest

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the text?

A) Bumper cars were dull for him.
B) He didn’t like Ferris wheel.
C) The weather wasn’t sunny.
D) The ghost train was boring.

Read the text, look at the visual below and complete the sentence.

21. You see Gina’s feelings and ideas about the rides at the fair below.

funny boring horrible crazy

According to the information above, Gina - - - -.

A) thinks carousel is dull
B) thinks Ferris wheel is crazy
C) feels happy on Ferris wheel
D) feels unhappy on bumper cars
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Look at the visual below and answer the question.

22.

CLOWNSDANCING

David Crombie Park
(just in front of the school)

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the poster?

A) Which activities can they do?
B) What time does the fair start?
C) Where does the fair take place?
D) What kind of drinks do they serve?

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

23. Teacher : What do you think about the funfair?

Henry  : I really like roller coaster. It is amazing but I can’t say the same thing for bumper cars.

Tom  : Bumper cars! It is the most thrilling one. I think you are just scared.

Jane  : I think ghost train is more fantastic than all. It is amazing.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the conversation?

A) Henry thinks bumper cars are more exciting than roller coaster.
B) For Jane, roller coaster is more interesting than ghost train.
C) Tom thinks bumper cars are frightening for Henry.
D) Tom, Henry and Jane don’t like their rides.
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

6. Ünite: Occupations

Read the text and complete the sentence.

Ann is playing a game. She should choose the correct moves and find Jane’s occupation.

I was born on the third
of second month.

2 March 3 February

I can cut and
sew fabric.

I can take orders
and serve meals.

Hairdresser Tailor WaitressCook

Jane

1. Jane is a - - - -.

A) hairdresser B) waitress C) tailor D) cook

Read the conversation and answer the question.

2. Tom : - - - -?

Linda : She is a hairdresser.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) What does your sister do
B) What is your mother’s job
C) What is Linda’s occupation
D) What does she do after school
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

3. Jane : What is your mother’s job?

Lucia : She is a doctor.

Jane : So, she - - - -.

Lucia : Yes, she does.

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) manages a school B) designs buildings C) teaches English D) treats people

Read the text and answer the question.

4. Paul is playing a game with his friend about occupations. He gives some clues about occupations. He draws some boxes for 
the word and asks his friend to guess it. Here are the clues:

● He/she helps ill people. 
● He/she treats tooth diseases.

Which of the following is Paul asking his friend?

A) doctor B) nurse C) dentist D) manager

Read the text and answer the question.

5. Stuart : I work at a restaurant. I take orders, serve food and drinks.

Which of the following shows Stuart’s occupation?

A) B) C) D)
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Read the text and answer the question.

6. 6th grade students are playing a game called “guess my father’s job”. They are giving some information about their father's 
job. The other students are trying to find it.

Arthur Bruce

My father
designs buildings.

My father builds houses
and skyscrapers.

Clara Sandra

My dad
treats animals.

My dad works
at a shopping mall.
He helps the customers.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the information above?

A) Arthur’s father is an architect.
B) Bruce’s father is an engineer.
C) Sandra’s father is a doctor.
D) Clara’s father is a vet.

Read the poem below and answer the question.

7. I can design everything

With a piece of fabric.

I enjoy cutting and sewing.

Which of the following is related to the poem above?

A) B) C) D)
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Read the song below and answer the question.

8. Jennifer doesn’t know the lyrics of the song. Help her to find them.

WHAT DO YOU DO?

Suzy is a tailor.
She can - - - -.
Jack is a waiter.
He can - - - -.
 love love love your job!
 lalala lalala!
Mary is a nurse.
She can - - - -.
Peter is a mechanic.
He can - - - -.
 Love love love your job!
 lalala lalala!
 

? ?

Which of the following does NOT complete the song?

A) sew dresses and clothes  B) repair cars and machines

C) make buildings and houses D) help the doctors and patients

Read the text below and complete the sentence.

9. 

John

My best friend, Nick, enjoys cars.
He wants to learn repairing them
in the future. I think a profession
about repairing cars is just for him.

According to John, Nick should be a/ an - - - -.

A) driver B) scientist C) engineer D) mechanic
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Read the text below and answer the questions 10-11.

10. Hello! I am Eva. I was born in 2007 in Berlin. This is my family. My dad was born in 1968. He is a dentist, so he can pull out 
teeth. My mum is a hairdresser and cuts people’s hair. She was born in 1970. My sister, Susan, was born in 1995. She is an 
architect and draws the plans of the buildings.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the text?

A) Eva's sister is younger than her.
B) Eva's mother is older than her father.
C) Eva tells all her family members’ birth dates.
D) There are five family members in Eva’s family.

11. Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text?

A) When was Eva born?
B) What can her sister do?
C) What is her mother’s job?
D) Where was her father born?

Read the text below and answer the questions 12-13.

12. David is a mechanic in Brazil. He works five days a week and doesn’t work at weekends. He can speak English and German. 
He was in Antalya, Turkey for his holiday last July. He learned diving there and enjoyed it a lot. He met new friends from 
England and France. They went hiking together and stayed in a tent. He thinks it was amazing.

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text?

A) Where did he go last summer?
B) Who did David go on holiday with?
C) What does David do?

D) How was his holiday?

13. According to the text, David - - - -.

A) doesn’t go to work on Fridays
B) tried only one activity in Antalya
C) didn’t go walking in nature on his holiday
D) spent time with people from different countries
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Look at the table below and answer the questions 14-15.

14. 
Who Dates of starting/retiring Place Profession
DONALD 1970 - 1995 farm vet
JACK 1984 - ... court lawyer
DOROTHY 1990 - 2018 restaurant waitress
ERIC 2010 - ... municipality driver

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the chart?

A) When did Donald start working? B) Where did Jack defend people?

C) Where did Dorothy work?  D) When did Eric retire?

15. According to the chart, - - - -.

A) Donald was a vet in 1969 on a farm B) Jack was a lawyer before 1984

C) Eric worked as a driver in 2012 D) Dorothy served meals in 1970

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

16. 

Gerald 

Oh, years ago!

When did you
become a doctor?

- - - -.

Doctor

Which of the following completes the conversation?

A) In 2010 B) Last year C) Yesterday D) For four months

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

17. Sally : I love taking care of animals. I can make operations to them.

Dave : I draw plans of buildings. I have new projects about a house plan.

Lauren : I work at a restaurant. I can prepare delicious meals.

Jessica : I make new dresses for people.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the conversation?

A) Sally is a vet. B) Jessica is a tailor. C) Dave is an architect. D) Lauren is a waitress.
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Read the conversation below and answer the question.

18. Teacher : Where does your mother work?

Student : She works at hospital.

Teacher : Is she a - - - -?

Student : Yes, she is.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) dentist B) doctor C) nurse D) tailor

Read the text below and answer the question.

19. 

Hello! I’m Casey. I want to talk about my father.
He was born in 1973. He started to work as a waiter when
he was 17. He worked at a restaurant for a long time.
He served food and drinks. Then, he worked in the kitchens
of the restaurants but now he isn’t working.

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text?

A) When was her father born? B) Where does he work now?

C) Where did he serve food and drink? D) When did he become a waiter?

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

20. 
Hi! My name is Jessica.
I can look after ill people.
I am a - - - -.

Hello! I am Martin.
I am a - - - -. I can
grow fruit and vegetables.

Which of the following does NOT complete speech bubbles above?

A) doctor B) nurse C) farmer D) waiter
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Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak 
için karekodu okutunuz.

Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

Read the information below and answer the question.

The chart below shows 50 students’ preferences for their future jobs.

Results

Doctor

Teacher

Mechanic

Lawyer

Engineer

21. Which of the following is CORRECT according to the results?

A) Building roads are less popular than fixing cars.
B) More students prefer fixing cars than teaching.
C) Most of the students want to treat sick people.
D) Defending people is the most popular one.
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

7. Ünite: Holidays

Read the information below and answer the question.

1. Sandy and her family went on holiday both in winter and summer last year and here are the activities they did:

Skiing
Playing snowball

WINTER HOLIDAY SUMMER HOLIDAY

Sailing
Swimming 

Visiting
relatives

- - - -.

Sandy

Which of the following is NOT suitable for the speech bubble?

A) I and my family went to the seaside last summer
B) We did not see any famous places on my holidays
C) We had a big breakfast with my grandparents?
D) It did not snow and was not cold last winter

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

2.

Mike : Hi, Merlin. What’s going on?

Merlin : Hi, I am doing well. I was on holiday with my family.

Mike : - - - -?

Merlin : We went to my grandparents' village. They have a big house there.

Mike : - - - -?

Merlin : It was fantastic. Everything was fresh and organic.

Mike : - - - -?

Merlin : Six days. It was very interesting experience for all of us.

Which of the following did NOT Mike ask Merlin?

A) Where did you go  B) How was your holiday

C) What activities did you do there D) How many days did you stay there
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Read the text below and answer the questions 3-4.

3. Hi! I am Peter. I am from England. I went to Turkey with my family for holiday last summer. We rode hot-air balloon and saw 
fairy chimneys. Looking from the sky was fantastic. Then, we went to the seaside. I swam in the sea and played volleyball on 
the beach with my friends. Finally, I and my brother went rafting on the Manavgat Waterfall. It was really thrilling. I think I had an 
amazing experience in Turkey. I want to visit Turkey again.

Which of the following activities did NOT Peter do?

A) riding hot-air balloon
B) playing beach volleyball
C) rafting
D) sailing

4. According to the text, Peter - - - -.

A) had a boring summer vacation
B) loved his experience in Turkey
C) went swimming in the waterfall
D) played volleyball with his mother

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

5.

Harry : - - - -?

Denise : We went to Curry’s Bakery with Dave and Susan.

Harry : - - - -?

Denise : To taste their favourite pumpkin pie.

Harry : - - - -?

Denise : Yes, but we waited for twenty minutes to find a table.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) Why
B) Did you eat it
C) How much did you pay
D) Where were you yesterday
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Read the text and complete the sentence.

6. Robert is a hardworking university student. He likes going skiing with his friends. They have fun a lot together. In summer, he 
usually goes hiking. But skiing is his favourite activity.

According to the text, Robert - - - -.

A) thinks going on a holiday in winter is more enjoyable B) doesn’t prefer walking in nature in summer

C) doesn’t usually study his lessons D) thinks skiing is boring

Read the text, look at the pictures and complete the sentence.

7. The visuals below show what kind of activities Mike did on his holiday.

 

Mike - - - -. 
Which of the following does NOT complete the sentence above?

A) visited ancient places B) swam in the sea C) went camping D) rode a bike

Read the conversation and answer the question.

8.

Amelia : Where did you go on holiday last summer?

Sally : We went to Çıralı, Antalya. It was wonderful.

Amelia : Oh, really? What did you do there?

Sally : We went camping and walked in the forest.

Amelia : Did you swim in the sea?

Sally : No, I and my husband can’t swim.

Amelia : What about Olympus?

Sally : My husband doesn’t like ancient places. We didn’t visit it.

Which of the following did Sally do on her holiday?

A) B) C) D)
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Read the text and answer the question.

9. 
We are on a winter holiday. Yesterday, I learned skiing.
I played snowball and made a snowman. I walked on the
mountains. It was amazing. The weather was cold but
the atmosphere was fascinating.

Julia

Which of the following did Julia do yesterday?

A) fishing B) hiking C) camping D) swimming

Read the text and answer the question.

10. We went to Erzurum last year. We stayed at a hotel. We played snowball. I and my dad went skiing and had a lot of fun. My 
mum helped me to make a snowman. The weather was very cold but our holiday was great.

Which of the following is a suitable title for the text above?

A) Fun at the Seaside B) Home Sweet Home C) A Winter Holiday D) With Friends in Snow

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.

11. The table below shows the number of the activities Richard and Joe did during their holiday.

How did Richard and Joe spend their holidays?

Swimming

Richard Joe

Seeing famous
places

Doing
gardening

Playing
volleyball

6

5

4

3

2

1

0 R J R J R J R J

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the chart above?

A) Joe saw famous places more than Richard did. B) Richard played volleyball more than Joe did.

C) Joe did gardening less than Richard did. D) Richard swam more than Joe did.
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

12.

Tina : - - - -?

Ted : I was in Lakes Region.

Tina : - - - -?

Ted : It was an amazing holiday.

Tina : - - - -?

Ted : At a comfortable and traditional hotel.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) Where were you on your holiday B) How was your holiday

C) Who were you with  D) Where did you stay

Look at the poster and answer the question.

13. 

WOODEN HOTEL

Fantastic Wooden Rooms
Good Services
Mountain Climbing
Trekking
Camping in the Forest

River Region, South
of the City

Tel:00 555 666 77 88
$30 a day per person

Near the River

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the poster?

A) A night at the hotel is thirty dollars for a person.
B) You can do camping in the forest.
C) You can walk among the trees.
D) The hotel is in the north of the city.
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

14. 

Jessica Harold

I like being in nature. Last weekend, we went
to our village with my family. It was amazing.

It is by the seaside and we went
fishing there. We picked fresh fruits.

Why did you
go there, Jessica?

Boring! I like cities because I can go
game centers or go to the cinema.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to conversation?

A) Harold likes holidays in the villages. B) Jessica loves staying at hotels.

C) Jessica enjoys going fishing. D) Harold dislikes watching films.

Read the text and answer the question.

15. 
I went to the seaside for my holiday
last summer. I did lots of activities.

Frank

Which of the following did NOT Frank do during his holiday?

A) swimming B) skiing C) sailing D) fishing

Read the text, look at the visuals and answer the question.

16. You see some of my friends and what they did on their holiday last year.

Jeremy Abbie Sophie George

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Jeremy went skiing.  B) Abbie tried rafting.

C) Sophie joined a camp.  D) George learned sailing.
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Read the text and answer the questions 17-18.

Dear George,

I’m in Bodrum, Muğla. I saw the Bodrum Castle.
It’s an ancient place. I had a yacht tour and
tried diving. It was fantastic. There were some
folk music concerts at the ancient theater.
I listened to one of them. Turkish music
is very nice.

See you soon

Janet

17. According to the text, Janet - - - -.

A) tried paragliding
B) had a boat trip
C) used cable car
D) learned skiing

18. Which of the following has an answer in the text?

A) How did she feel about the Bodrum Castle?
B) Which traditional food did she try?
C) Where did Janet go on her holiday?
D) Whose concert did she go?
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Read the text and answer the questions 19-20.

Şener Şen is a famous film star in Turkey.
His real name is Ali Haydar Şen. He was
born in Adana on 26 December 1941.
He is Ali Şen’s son. Ali Şen was a famous
actor, too. Şener Şen’s famous films are
“Hababam Sınıfı, Çöpçüler Kralı and Züğürt Ağa”.
He acted with Kemal Sunal in these films. He had
the best actor award in Valencia on 3 November 1997.

19. Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text?

A) Where was he born?
B) What is his birth date?
C) Which films did he act in?
D) Who gave the best actor award to him?

20. According to the text, Şener Şen - - - -.

A) was born on 26 November
B) died on 3 November 1997
C) has the same name with his father
D) played with his father in Hababam Sınıfı
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

8. Ünite: Bookworms

Read the text and answer the question.

1. This is Jack’s room. He always checks the calendar on the wall. He sometimes plays tennis and his racket is under the 
calendar. His favourite toy is a lion and he keeps it near the books on the shelf. He writes his diary before he goes to bed so, 
he leaves it on the bed. He sets his alarm clock every day and puts it on the drawer. Music is his best activity and he leaves 
the guitar next to the door.

Which of the following shows Jack’s room?

2020

2020 2020

2020

A) B)

C) D)

Read the conversation and answer the question.

2. Kate : - - - -? You weren’t at school yesterday.

Tom : I was at hospital.

Kate : Really! - - - -?

Tom : My brother had an accident.

Kate : Sorry to hear that. - - - -?

Tom : He is in hospital. He just broke his leg.

Kate : I hope he gets well soon.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) Does he get better B) Where were you C) What happened D) Is he fine
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

3. Albert : Hi, Maggie. You weren’t at school yesterday. - - - -?

Maggie : I went to Florence with my family.

Albert : - - - -?

Maggie : We visited our relatives.

Albert : - - - -?

Maggie : The weather was hot and sunny.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) Where were you  B) Why did you go there

C) When did you come back  D) What was the weather like

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the questions 4-5.

Teachers in Big School asked 100 students about their reading habits and here are the results:

Reading Habits of Girls and Boys

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Girls Boys

Newspaper

Poetry

Short story

Novel

Magazine

4. According to the information above, which of the following did the teacher ask students?

A) When do you read a book?     B) Who is your favorite author?

C) Why do you prefer magazines?     D) What do you read in your free time?

5. According to the results, - - - -.

A) poetry is girls’ favourite kind of books    B) girls read magazines less than boys do

C) novel is more popular among the boys than the girls  D) boys like novels more than short stories
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Read the information below and complete the sentence.

6. Charlie was in Istanbul last Friday. He saw the poster of a book fair and decided to go there.

It is a great chance!
Find cheap books!

Big surprise: A famous author
is waiting for you!
DATE: 12 November, Friday
8 a.m. – 8 p.m.
PLACE: Istanbul Downtown

PS: Take free bus at 7 a.m. from Taksim to the fair.

According to the poster, - - - -.

A) all the books at the fair are very expensive B) Charlie should get on a plane to go to the fair

C) it is hard to go there and buy a book D) the fair is open for twelve hours

Read the text, look at the pie chart and complete the sentence.

7. John asked his classmates what kind of books they read last month and here are the results:

Novels
Short

stories

Science
books

Magazines

%55%25

%15

%5

According to the pie chart above, students - - - -.

A) read novels most  B) like science books most

C) didn’t read any short stories C) preferred magazines to novels
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Look at the visual, read the conversation and answer the question.
8. 

Lucy : - - - -?
Luna : It is on the wall.

Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) What time is it B) Where is the clock C) Who is in your room D) What color is the wall

Read the text, look at the picture and complete the sentence.

9. Martha is in the library. She wants to borrow a book about doing experiments.

POETRY BOOKS LITERATURE BOOKS HISTORY BOOKS

GEOGRAPHY BOOKS MAGAZINES SHORT STORIES

NOVELS SCIENCE BOOKS MUSIC BOOKS

Martha can find the book she looks for - - - -.

A) between poetry and history books B) next to the geography books

C) under the magazines  D) in front of the novels
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

10. Mark asked his friends some questions about reading books. Here are their answers:

Mark : - - - -?
Morris : Three.
Mark : - - - -?
Julian : No, I buy them.
Mark : - - - -?
Alisa : Story books.
Mark : - - - -?
Brian : Yes, every night.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) How many books do you read in a month B) Do you lend your books to your friends

C) What kind of books do you like D) Do you generally read books

Look at the picture and answer the question.

11. 

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the picture above?

A) The newspaper is on the table. B) The phone is on the drawer.

C) The clock is on the shelf.  D) The letter is on the door.

Read the conversation below and answer the question.

12. Morris : - - - -?

Victor : At the library.

Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) What kind of books do you like B) Who is your favorite writer

C) Where were you yesterday D) How can I get to the library
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Read the text and answer the question.

13. Hello, I am Susan. I love reading books. I read nine or ten books in a month. My favorites are novels and history books. I 
usually borrow them from the school library. My friends think I am a bookworm.

Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the text above?

A) How many books does Susan read in a month?
B) Which authors does Susan love more?
C) What kind of books does Susan like?
D) Where does Susan take the books?

Read the text and complete the sentence.

14. 
Arda Ayten is a university student. He studies
medicine at university. He was born in 2000. He is
crazy about books and he reads about 150 books
every year. He became famous after he answered
all the questions on a TV show. He won about
1 million Turkish Liras. After the show, he said:
“Now, I can buy more books to read.”

According to the text, Arda - - - -.

A) is a real bookworm
B) attended a reading course
C) spent 1 million TL on books
D) likes watching TV very much

Look at the picture and complete the sentence.

15. 

In the picture above, the teddy bear is - - - -.

A) in front of the bookcase, on the carpet B) in front of the window, on the desk

C) on the floor, next to the bed D) on the shelf, near the box
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Read the text and complete the sentences 16-17.

I love libraries. I always go to The Center Library. It is very small.
The table of the librarian is between the bookcases. There is a computer
on the table. There are different kinds of books in the library. I went to the
library yesterday. I searched for information about my science homework.
I took lots of notes about it. Then I borrowed “The Adventures of Tom Sawyer”.
I’m waiting for the weekend to read it.

Peter

16. According to the text, Peter - - - -.

A) is a librarian in The Center Library
B) found information about his homework
C) went to the library to read a magazine
D) borrowed a book from his friend

17. There is NO information in the text about - - - -.

A) the author of the book he took
B) the book he borrowed to read
C) when he went to the library
D) the places of the things in the library

Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.

18. This is the sitting plan of our classroom. Here is some information:

→ Tom is sitting next to Max.

→ Kate’s desk is behind Halley.

→ Gabriel is sitting in front of Max.

→ Samuel is between Fiona and Gabriel.

Teacher’s desk
Fiona 1. - - - - 2. - - - -
3. - - - - 4. - - - - Max
5. - - - - Nelly Liz

Which of the following completes the table above?

1 2 3 4 5
A) Samuel  Kate Halley Gabriel   Tom
B) Gabriel  Tom Kate Samuel   Halley
C) Tom  Halley Samuel Gabriel   Kate
D) Samuel  Gabriel Halley Tom   Kate
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Read the text, look at the table and answer the question.

19. Four students went to different libraries last weekend. Their teacher asked them to describe the places of the books in these libraries.

Amy : I found the novels between the music and the poetry books.

John : The science books were under the magazines.

Terry : The dictionaries were next to the history books under the magazines.

David : The history books were on the middle shelf next to the literature books.

Novels  Science   Geography
Poetry  Magazines  Literature
History  Dictionaries  Music

One of them drew a table on the board about the places of books.

Who drew the chart above on the board?

A) Amy B) John C) Terry D) David

Read the text and answer the question.

20. Antonio loves reading books a lot. He prefers reading novels. There are some novels on his story books in the bookshelf. 
Sometimes he reads magazines, too. Magazines are near the novels and story books. He rarely reads e-books. His laptop 
is below the books.

Which of the following is Antonio’s bookshelf?

NOVEL

NOVEL

STORIES

STORIES

NOVEL

NOVEL

NOVEL

NOVEL

STORIES

STORIES

STORIES

STORIES

NOVEL

NOVEL

STORIES

STORIES

A) B)

C) D)
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

9. Ünite: Saving the Planet

Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

1. Jill and some of his friends wrote some suggestions about saving the world on the board. Their teacher asked them to find 
some pictures related to their ideas and prepare a poster. Here are their suggestions and poster:

Jill : We shouldn’t drop litters on the ground.

Tom : We should turn off the taps when we don’t use them.

Mary : We shouldn’t plug electrical devices at night.

Jack : We should use public transportation instead of private cars.

Sue : We should separate our trash by type for recycling.

PROTECT  THE  WORLD

Who didn’t add any picture to the poster according to their suggestions?

A) Jill B) Tom C) Mary D) Jack

Read the text and answer the question.

2. WHAT SHOULD WE DO FOR OUR ENVIRONMENT?

REDUCING AIR POLLUTION: We should - - - -.
RECYCLING: We should - - - -.
PROTECTING FORESTS: We should - - - -.

Which of the following does NOT complete the table above?

A) use paper, plastic etc. again B) go to work by our bikes

C) plant and save trees  D) use less water
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Read the conversation and answer the questions 3-4.

 Some students are talking about the environmental problems. They want to find some solutions and make projects for these problems.

Jane : I am worried about the pollution in the seas.

John : Protecting trees is very important. They give us fresh air.

Tom : Forests are in danger. We should do something!

Celine : I am worried about noise pollution in the cities.

3. Who should work together in the same project according to the conversation above?

A) Jane - John
B) Celine - Tom
C) Tom - Jane

D) John - Tom

4. Which of the following is NOT suitable for their projects?

A)  Jane  : “We should not throw bottles into the seas.”
B)  Tom  : “We should turn off the lights.”
C)  John  : “We should protect our forests.”
D)  Celine : “We should not use private cars.”

Read the conversation and answer the question.

5. Bob : - - - -?

Ted : We can do many things to protect it. For example, we can reduce the use of electricity.

Bob : - - - -?

Ted : We can unplug the TV and turn off the lights.

Bob : - - - -?

Ted : We should use less water and separate our trash for recycling.

Bob : I agree. We shouldn’t damage our environment with our garbage.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation?

A) How can we do it
B) What else should we do
C) How can we sort out our trash
D) What can we do to protect the environment
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Read the text and answer the question.

6. Adam wrote some suggestions on the notice board. His teacher asked him to stick pictures next to the sentences. Here are 
his suggestions:

  You should plant trees.
You should not waste energy.
You should not pollute the water.
You should pick up your garbage.

Which of the following is ODD according to Adam’s suggestions?

A) B)

C) D)

Read the text, look at the visual and complete the sentence.

7. Some students are making a project at school.

+ =

The project is about - - - -.

A) reducing air pollution
B) recycling paper
C) reusing plastic
D) saving water
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Read the text and answer the questions 8-9.

 

Hello! I am Mike. You know global warming
is a big problem for everybody. At my home,

I always turn off the electrical devices and lights. I also
classify the rubbish as glass, paper, metal and plastic.
My school is near my house. So, I walk to my school

every day, but I think I should use less water.

8. Which of the following is NOT one of Mike's eco-friendly habits?

A) B) C) D)

9. Which of the following does Mike do according to the text?

A) He recycles his trash.
B) He goes to school by car.
C) He damages the environment.
D) He wastes too much electricity.

Read the conversation and answer the question.

10. Teacher : What do you do to protect environment?

Rosa  : I use public transportation.

Stuart  : I recycle glass and plastic.

Neil  : I turn off the lights when I don’t use them.

Alisa  : I use a lot of paper when I do my homework.

According to the answers above, who is NOT environmentally friendly?

A) Rosa
B) Stuart
C) Neil
D) Alisa
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Read the information and answer the questions 11-12.

 

Go Green!
SAVE THE PLANET

Stop
global warming!
It is the increase
of the heat in the

atmosphere. 

Don’t forget 3R rules!
Reduce amount of
rubbish. Reuse the
items such as jars
and newspapers.
Recycle paper,
plastic and metal. 

If you follow these steps,
you will be a great
nature lover. 

You should
unplug the electrical
devices and grow more
plants. Reduce carbon
dioxide. You should
walk for short distances. 

11. Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the poster?

A) How can we stop wasting energy? B) How can we prevent noise pollution?

C) What materials can you recycle? D) What does global warming mean?

12. Which of the following is ODD according to the information in the poster?

A) B) C) D)
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Read the text, look at the poster and answer the question.

13. David and Tracy are organizing a campaign at school. Here are their poster:

Which of the following is suitable for their campaign according to the poster above?

A) Save electricity! B) Protect animals! C) Recycle your litter! D) Reduce water pollution!

Read the text and answer the question.

14. In Turkey, the Zero Waste Project aims to reduce waste.

Which of the following is a suitable poster for the project above?

STOP

SAVE WATER
                      SAVE LIFE

GLOBAL
WARMING

A) B)

C) D)
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Read the text and answer the questions 15-16.

 TO SAVE OUR WORLD:

► Do not cut the trees down!
► Use public transportation!
► Don’t throw rubbish around!
► Recycle plastic, paper and glass!

15. Which of the following is NOT suitable for the suggestions above?

A) We should keep the environment clean. B) We should reuse the products.

C) We should grow more plants. D) We should unplug electrical devices.

16. In the text, there is NO suggestion about - - - -.

A) solar energy B) noise pollution C) reusing the items D) protecting forests

Read the text, look at the pictures and answer the question.

17. You see some pictures about nature and the environment.

Which of the following is NOT related to the pictures above?

A) Don’t waste water.  B) We should turn off the lights.

C) We shouldn’t cut the trees down. D) Don’t throw garbage on the streets.

Read the text and answer the question.

18. There are 40 students in our class. I asked them what is more necessary about saving planet. Here are the results:

Saving planet Number of the students
Using less water 5
Recycling products 10
Turning off the lights 7
Unplugging electrical devices at night 6
Growing more plants 12

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the results?

A) Growing plants is more important for students. B) Half of the students think they should recycle.

C) All the students turn off the lights to save the planet. D) Unplugging devices is not a way of saving environment.
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Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak 
için karekodu okutunuz.

Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

Read the text and answer the question.

19. Sophia’s mum was not at home yesterday. She left a note to warn Sophia. She did some of them but forgot the third one.

Before you leave home, first,
you should unplug the electrical
devices, then check the taps, next,
take the rubbish out and finally,
turn off the lights.

Which of the following did NOT Sophia do according to the text above?

A) B) C) D)

Read the text, look at the visual and answer the question.

20. In our class, we classify the rubbish as plastic, metal, glass and put them into different boxes.

Which of the following is NOT suitable for the boxes above?

A) B) C) D)
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

10. Ünite: Democracy

Read the text, look at the visual and answer the questions 1-2.

There is a class presidency election. Four candidates prepared speeches and one of them showed a poster to get more 
votes. Here are the poster and their speeches:

Sally : My dear friends! Don’t worry, I am here! Vote for me and relax. I will buy presents for you! I will help your   
   homework! I will help you to study the exams!

Jake : Dear friends, don’t make a mistake! Always support me! I will organize free parties. There will be no exams in the  
   school. There will be no school uniforms. Vote for me!

Celine : My friends! You know I am a respectful student. I will respect your rights and be fair. I will talk to our director to  
   get new classroom materials. I will organize different activities in the class. Please support me.

Dave : Dear friends! I will be fair and work hard. I will be helpful and respectful. There will be class picnics and   
   sightseeing tours. I am the best candidate. Vote for me.

1. Who prepared the poster on the board?

A) Sally B) Jake C) Celine D) Dave

2. Who will organize activities out of school?

A) Sally B) Jake C) Celine D) Dave
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Read the conversation and answer the questions 3-4.

Some students are talking about the class presidency election.

Sue : Are you a candidate in the class presidency election?

Ashley : No, I am not. I don’t want to be the class president this year. My best friend Emily is a candidate this time.

Blanca : I think she is clever and friendly. I like her. I will vote for her.

Derek : I agree. She helps everybody in the class. We can help her and make a campaign for her.

Mike : Yes, we can. She really respects her classmates. I hope she will win the election.

3. According to the conversation, Emily is NOT - - - -.

A) intelligent B) selfish C) helpful D) respectful

4. Which of the following does NOT have an answer in the conversation?

A) What do Emily’s friends think about her? B) Who is the candidate in this election?

C) What is Emily like?  D) Which class is Emily in?

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.

5. I asked my friends what is important about the candidates for the class presidency election and here are the results:

Characteristics of Candidates

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100 % % % %

Fair
Respectful

Helpful
Responsible

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the results above?

A) Being helpful is more important than being fair for the students.
B) Responsibility is more important than other qualifications.
C) All of the students support respectful candidates most.
D) More than half of the students support fair candidates.
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Read the conversation and answer the question.

6. Our teacher asked a question and here are the answers:

Teacher : - - - -?

Ted  : Ballot box.

Mary  : Candidate.

Terry  : Election.

Mark  : Vote.

Which of the following completes the conversation above?

A) What are the important words about democracy B) What are the duties of class president

C) Why should the elections be fair D) Who will win the election

Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.

7. There is an election for the classroom presidency tomorrow. There are four candidates. Matt tries to decide one of the 
candidates. He wants someone kind, fair and clever. He also thinks the new class president should have different ideas. He 
prepares a chart to make his decision.

Candidates Their Characteristics
Mary
Jane
Tom
Frank

She is kind and friendly. She also respects her friends.
She is fair and kind. She has brilliant projects for our class.
He is a hardworking boy. He is also very clever but sometimes he is not kind.
He is a clever boy but he doesn’t respect his friends.

Who is a suitable candidate for Matt according to the information above?

A) Mary B) Jane C) Tom D) Frank

Read the conversation and answer the question.

8. Mary : - - - -?

Ted : Yesterday.

Mary : - - - -?

Ted : Four. Tom, Sue, Jack and Amelia.

Mary : - - - -?

Ted : First, they organized a campaign for the election, then prepared posters and talked about their plans.

Mary : - - - -?

Ted : Amelia became our new president.

Which of the following does NOT complete the conversation above?

A) When did you have an election for class presidency B) What did the candidates do before the election

C) Who did you support for the election D) How many candidates were there
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Read the text, look at the chart and answer the question.

9. Emily and Dave are the two candidates for the school presidency and they made a list of important subjects.

Emily Dave
Food and drinks Cleaning of classes

Library Recycling
Identity cards Canteen

Which of the following is a suitable slogan both for Emily and Dave?

A) You will find new and different types of books.
B) You will have much cleaner classes and toilets.
C) There will be different bins for each material.
D) There will be fresh fruit and boiled eggs.

Read the text and answer the question.

10. Matt got most of the votes in the election for the presidency and here is his speech:

Matt : Thank you, my friends. I am your new school president. I will respect all my friends’ rights. The food in the school  
   canteen will be more nutritious. There will be more chances to play basketball and volleyball.

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the text?

A) Matt isn’t a rude boy.
B) Matt won the election.
C) Matt doesn’t like healthy food.
D) Matt will organize activities to do sports.

Read the text and answer the question.

11. 
THE STEPS OF CLASSROOM PRESIDENCY ELECTION

1- Put the envelope into the ballot box.

          2- Decide the candidate you support.

                    3- Listen to the campaigns of the candidates.

                              4- Write the candidate’s name on a paper and put it into the envelope.

Which of the following is the CORRECT order of the election?

A) 4 - 2 - 1 - 3
B) 3 - 2 - 4 - 1
C) 2 - 3 - 1 - 4
D) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
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Read the text and answer the questions 12-13.

Rote Secondary School is in a small town. There are lots of problems at school. For example, the students go to school on foot 
even in cold days. There is no lunch at school. The classrooms are not clean. Yesterday there was a school presidency election 
at school. There were four candidates. One of the candidates had more ideas about the problems and won the election.

Here are their campaign speeches:

JOHN

JANET

KATE

LINDA

Everybody should have lunch at school. I can easily solve
the lunch problem with the help of your vote. Trust me!

Students should go to school by bus, eat nutritious food and live in a
clean environment for a healthy life. Vote for me for a better school!

Cleaning is very important for our health. A cleaner
should clean the school twice a week. Choose me!

I think, the students shouldn’t walk to school
on cold days. Select me, live in harmony!

12. According to the information above, who won the election?

A) John B) Linda C) Janet D) Kate

13. Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) The conditions of the school are very good. B) The school is in the city center and crowded.

C) Some students have problems of transportation. D) All the candidates have an idea for each problem.

Read the text and answer the question.

14. 

There was an election in my class. We prepared
voting booth and ballot box. My best friend George was 
one of the candidates. The candidates talked about their
projects and class problems before the election. All the
candidates respected the result. They didn’t break the law.

Nicole

Which of the following is NOT correct according to the text above?

A) The candidates gave a speech to class. B) The students voted by secret ballots.

C) The election in the class was fair. D) The winner was George.
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Read the text, look at the poster and answer the question.

15. Felix prepared a poster for his English project about democracy. He wrote some words about democracy. But he made a mistake. 
Here are the words:

●vote
●result

●recycle
●election

Which of the following is ODD in the poster above?

A) vote B) result C) recycle D) election

Read the conversation and answer the question.

16. Dennis : - - - -?

Nicolas : Yes, I did.

Dennis : - - - -?

Nicolas : I voted for Max.

Dennis : - - - -?

Nicolas : Max is the winner.

Which of the following does NOT Dennis ask Nicolas?

A) Who won the election
B) Did you vote for your candidate
C) What was the date of the election
D) Who did you vote for in the election
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Read the text and answer the question.

17. The table below shows X and Y parties’ election results year by year.

X party

Y party

X

Y

1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

4,5

5

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the results?

A) X party’s votes are more than Y party in 2015.
B) Y party was better than X party in all elections.
C) Y party got the most votes in 1995 and 2005.
D) X party got the best result in 2010 election.

Read the text and answer the question.

18. You see the stages of an election procedure:

1. Respect the result.

2. Put it into the envelope.

3. Listen to the speeches of the candidates and choose your candidate.

4. Write the name of your candidate.

5. Sign the list, take your voting paper and go to the cabinet.

6. Put the envelope into the ballot box.

Which of the following is the CORRECT order of the procedure above?

A) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6
B) 2 - 1 - 4 - 6 - 4 - 3
C) 3 - 5 - 4 - 2 - 6 - 1
D) 4 - 5 - 1 - 3 - 6 - 2
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Cevap anahtarına ulaşmak 
için karekodu okutunuz.

Bu kitapçığın her hakkı Ölçme, Değerlendirme ve Sınav Hizmetleri Genel Müdürlüğüne aittir.

Read the text and answer the question.

19. 
The procedure of an election:

Listen to the speeches of the candidates.
Decide your candidate.
Sign the list, take your voting paper and go to the cabinet.
Write the name of your candidate and put it into the envelope.
Put the envelope into the ballot box.
Respect the results.

Which of the following shows the step after deciding your candidate?

B) C) D)A)

Read the text and complete the sentence.

20. 

Isabel

There was an election in our class.
I was one of the candidates. Before the election,

I gave a speech in the class. I talked about
our problems in the class and school. I explained

how to solve them. I also mentioned some interesting
activities for my friends. Everybody voted and I got

more votes than the other candidates.
It was a great feeling.

According to the text above, Isabel - - - -.

A) won the presidency election
B) talked about the problems in her town
C) did not say anything before the election
D) was not happy with the result of the election
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6. Sınıf 
İngilizce

Cevap Anahtarı

1. Ünite
1. B 2. C 3. C 4. A 5. C 6. C 7. B 8. D 9. C 10. A 11. B 12. A 13. A 14. D 15. D

16. B 17. D 18. D 19. A 20. C

2. Ünite
1. A 2. C 3. B 4. C 5. A 6. A 7. D 8. B 9. D 10. D 11. D 12. B 13. D 14. C 15. C

16. B 17. A 18. C 19. D 20. B

3. Ünite
1. A 2. D 3. A 4. C 5. A 6. B 7. B 8. D 9. D 10. B 11. C 12. A 13. B 14. B 15. C

16. D 17. C 18. D 19. C 20. A

4. Ünite
1. B 2. C 3. D 4. A 5. D 6. D 7. C 8. D 9. C 10. A 11. C 12. D 13. B 14. A 15. C

16. B 17. C 18. B 19. D 20. A

5. Ünite
1. C 2. D 3. A 4. A 5. C 6. C 7. B 8. A 9. B 10. C 11. D 12. B 13. C 14. B 15. B

16. C 17. B 18. B 19. D 20. D 21. A 22. D 23. C

6. Ünite
1. B 2. D 3. D 4. C 5. B 6. C 7. B 8. C 9. D 10. C 11. D 12. B 13. D 14. D 15. C

16. A 17. D 18. D 19. B 20. D 21. C

7. Ünite
1. D 2. C 3. D 4. B 5. C 6. A 7. B 8. B 9. B 10. C 11. C 12. C 13. D 14. C 15. B

16. D 17. B 18. C 19. D 20. C

8. Ünite
1. C 2. A 3. C 4. D 5. B 6. D 7. A 8. B 9. C 10. B 11. D 12. C 13. B 14. A 15. D

16. B 17. A 18. D 19. C 20. D

9. Ünite
1. D 2. D 3. D 4. B 5. C 6. D 7. C 8. D 9. A 10. D 11. B 12. B 13. A 14. B 15. D

16. A 17. B 18. A 19. B 20. B

10. Ünite

1. C 2. D 3. B 4. D 5. D 6. A 7. B 8. C 9. D 10. C 11. B 12. B 13. C 14. D 15. C

16. C 17. D 18. C 19. D 20. A




